We are an innovative, forward-thinking solutions company.
RTS is an innovative, forward-thinking software, advertising, and IT staffing company with over 20
years of experience. We have created over 2000 successful software applications, websites, and ad
campaigns, from initial design through deployment, for our clients in both the public and private
sector. We take stunning graphics and pair them with powerful technology, providing you an effective solution that works for both your organization and your customers.

Steve Schroeder
President
As President of Real Time Solutions, Steve Schroeder oversees assessment and
development of projects and lends invaluable expertise in analysis of websites
and web applications. Coming out of Sandia National Laboratories, he has
extensive experience in formal assessment methodology. Additionally, with
20+ years of experience growing a successful web design and development
company, Steve is able to offer great perspective and insight to customers and
staff during the analysis and implementation process.

Chris Schroeder
Chief Executive Officer
Chris Schroeder is a strategic and effective communicator. He is uniquely skilled in translating customer goals into successful solutions. He is an
award-winning creative director offering over 21 years of experience and is
able to combine ease of use functionality with compelling aesthetics to produce world-class advertising campaigns, digital experiences, and software
applications. Most recently, Chris has overseen RTS’ considerable role supporting the State of New Mexico’s successful COVID-19 response.

Lee Jensen
Chief Technology Officer
With over 30 years of IT experience, Lee Jensen leads the technical staff at RTS
in producing first-class software that is both innovative and relevant. A former
software engineer at Sandia National Laboratories with a master’s degree in
computer science, Lee has extensive experience in formal assessment methodology of systems, networks, and applications.

Tania Nunez
Chief Operating Officer
Tania Nunez is a strong analytical thinker, constructive problem solver, and
an excellent communicator with a Master’s in Business Administration. With
over 7 years of administrative experience, she manages and creates effective
workflow between systems and groups to better the business and its staff.
Tania manages the production team at RTS and ensures customers’ expectations are met with high quality solutions created by the team. She oversees
the financial aspects of our state contracts and ensures contracts deliverables
are fulfilled.

Corey Purcella
Deputy Chief Technology Officer
Corey Purcella is a computer scientist with a strong focus on analysis and user
experience. He excels at quickly defining business problems and addressing them with intuitive and elegant technical solutions. Corey possesses a
thorough knowledge of software frameworks, languages, and development
methodologies, as well as amastery of efficient and reliable cloud architecture.
In his young career, he has already led several successful, large-scale applications, such as New Mexico’s vaccine registration portal, New Mexico’s COVID-19
provider portal, New Mexico’s COVID-19 rapid response portal.

Veronica Arzate
IT Staffing Recruiter
Veronica Arzate is a highly experienced multi-lingual, multi-cultural Business
Development, Public Relations, and Relationship Management Professional.
She has shown demonstrated success in achieving rigorous goals in support
of corporate as well as Federal and State initiatives. RTS is excited to welcome
Veronica to the team in the role of IT Staffing Recruiter.
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